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Abstract  
All clinically approved drugs targeting the plasmalemmal transporters for dopamine, 

norepinephrine and serotonin act either as competitive uptake inhibitors or as amphetamine-like 

releasers. Recently, monoamine transporter (MAT) ligands were discovered that allosterically 

affect MAT-mediated substrate uptake, release, or both. Their modes of action have not been 

explained in a unified framework. Here, we go beyond competitive inhibitors and classical 

amphetamines and introduce concepts for partial efficacy at and allosteric modulation of MATs. 

After elaborating a kinetic account for amphetamine action, we provide an explanation for partial 

release, i.e. the observation that some amphetamines are less efficacious than others in inducing 

monoamine efflux. We then elucidate mechanisms of allosteric inhibition and stimulation of 

MATs, which can be functionally selective for either substrate uptake or amphetamine-induced 

release. These concepts are integrated into a parsimonious kinetic framework, which relies 

exclusively on physiological transport modes (without any deviation from an alternating access 

mechanism). The model posits cooperative substrate- and Na+-binding and functional selectivity 

by conformational selection, i.e. preference of the allosteric modulators for the substrate-loaded 

or substrate-free states of the transporter. Thus, the current knowledge about the kinetics of 

monoamine transport is sufficiently detailed to provide a quantitative description of the releasing 

action of amphetamines, of substrate uptake, and of selective modulation thereof by allosteric 

modulators. 
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Introduction 
The monoamines dopamine, serotonin and norepinephrine are the most prominent 

neuromodulators in the human brain. These transmitters control the entire processing chain 

performed by the brain – from sensory input to behavioral output; perhaps the most prominent 

examples are the roles of dopamine in reinforcement learning and in voluntary movement, and 

the role of serotonin in the regulation of affective and emotional states. Because these transmitter 

systems are integral for normal brain function, it is not surprising that perturbations in brain 

monoamine signaling lead to many neuropsychiatric disorders. Consequently, most drugs used to 

treat these disorders interfere with monoamine signaling and/or homeostasis. They target (see 

Alexander et al., 2015 for a comprehensive overview): (i) neurotransmitter binding to their 

cognate receptors expressed in both pre- and post-synaptic neurons. Most of these receptors are 

seven-transmembrane spanning G protein-coupled receptors (Greengard, 2001); (ii) 

neurotransmitter clearance from the extracellular space back into the presynaptic neuron by the 

plasmalemmal monoamine transporters (MATs, the serotonin transporter, SERT; the dopamine 

transporter, DAT; the norepinephrine transporter NET); (iii) monoamine packaging into synaptic 

vesicles through vesicular monoamine transporters (VMATs) or (iv) their degradation by the 

monoamine oxidases and the catechol-O-methyltransferase. While clinically relevant drugs 

affecting the monoaminergic systems target this wide range of different targets, the efficacy 

spectrum of these drugs at the molecular level has been narrow; the majority impair the function 

of their target-proteins, i.e. they either inhibit the activity of enzymes/transporters or antagonize 

receptor-mediated signaling. In fact, inhibition/antagonism is currently the most prevalent form 

of pharmacological intervention.  

Notable exceptions are drugs, which bind to G protein-coupled receptors and to steroid 

hormone receptors; some of these drugs display partial efficacy and functional selectivity: Partial 

efficacy refers to the phenomenon, where ligands (referred to as partial agonists) do not elicit the 

same maximum response as full agonists; in the presence of a full agonist, they act as competitive 

antagonists. Functional selectivity (or biased agonism) arises from the fact that G protein-coupled 

receptors can use more than one signaling pathway: the ligand-bound receptor can display 

relative preference for one signaling pathway over the other. A related phenomenon is seen with 

nuclear transcription factors, which act as (hormone) receptors: their activity can be biased upon 

binding of some ligands. The conceptual framework, which allows for understanding this 

complex pharmacology, is not only of academic interest, but also of potential clinical relevance 
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(Michel and Charlton, 2018). In addition, the activity of G protein-coupled receptors can be 

modulated by ligands, which occupy allosteric binding sites other than the canonical (orthosteric) 

agonist binding site: both, negative and positive allosteric modulators of many G protein-coupled 

receptors have been identified but their therapeutic potential has not yet been exemplified 

(Christopoulos, 2014). However, ligand-gated ion channels harbor binding sites, which are 

addressed by clinically relevant drugs (Christopoulos et al., 2014).  

We argue that the pharmacology of MAT ligands is also more complex than represented by 

the current dichotomy, which categorizes them into two groups: (i) Inhibitors block uptake of 

cognate neurotransmitters in a competitive manner (Kristensen et al., 2011). (ii) Releaser drugs 

(most notably amphetamine and its congeners) are MAT substrates (Sitte and Freissmuth, 2015). 

They are thus transported into the presynaptic neurons where they are exchanged for cognate 

neurotransmitters; this leads to non-vesicular monoamine release. Although these mechanisms of 

action differ considerably on the molecular level, they have the same consequence, i.e. an 

increase in neurotransmitter levels in the extracellular space. Moreover, at saturating 

concentrations, both ligand classes can completely abolish transporter-mediated substrate uptake. 

Recently, however, MAT ligands were identified that also displayed attributes reminiscent of the 

concepts of partial efficacy and functional selectivity: for instance, specific amphetamine 

congeners, termed partial releasers, display reduced efficacy in inducing neurotransmitter efflux 

via MATs when compared to traditional ‘full releasers’ (Rothman et al., 2012; Sandtner et al., 

2015; Bhat et al. 2017; Hasenhuetl et al. 2018). These actions can be viewed as analogous to 

partial agonism. In addition, functionally selective modulation of either substrate uptake or 

amphetamine-induced monoamine release has been reported, be it by exogenous (Rothman et al., 

2015) or endogenous (Li et al 2017) allosteric modulators or by experimental manipulations (e.g. 

Kantor and Gnegy, 1998; Kantor et al., 2001; Khoshbouei et al., 2004; Buchmayer et al., 2013; 

Steinkellner et al., 2012; Steinkellner et al., 2014; Steinkellner et al., 2015; Kern et al., 2017). 

Moreover, the functionally selective allosteric modulator SRI-20041 also displays partial efficacy 

in inhibiting uptake when present at saturating concentrations, it is thus a partial inhibitor of 

substrate uptake (Rothman et al., 2015). Thus, several compounds can neither be classified as 

"full" inhibitors nor as "full" releasers and their action cannot be accounted for by the currently 

held alternating access model of transmembrane transport without invoking additional 

conformational states. Here, we present a framework, which provides a parsimonious explanation 

for atypical actions without digressing from the alternating access model, and focus on the 
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following topics: 

1. Amphetamine-induced monoamine release: The currently available kinetic knowledge 

about the serotonin transporter is sufficient to account qualitatively and quantitatively for the 

releasing action of amphetamines when a cooperative binding model is used (Hasenhuetl et 

al. 2018). It is not necessary to invoke any amphetamine-specific transport modes such as a 

substrate-conducting pore (Kahlig et al., 2005; Rodriguez-Menchaca et al., 2012). 

2. Partial release: This parsimonious model provides two explanations for the phenomenon that 

some amphetamine congeners are less efficacious than others in promoting efflux (Rothman 

et al. 2012, Sandtner et al. 2016, Bhat et al. 2017, Hasenhuetl et al. 2018). 

3. Functional selectivity: It is possible to selectively modulate either monoamine uptake 

(Rothman et al. 2009; Li et al., 2017) or amphetamine-induced release (e.g. Kantor and 

Gnegy, 1998; Kantor et al., 2001; Khoshbouei et al., 2004; Sucic et al., 2010; Kern et al., 

2017; Buchmayer et al., 2013; Cremona et al., 2011; Pizzo et al., 2013; Fog et al., 2006; 

Steinkellner et al., 2012, 2014, 2015; Moritz et al., 2015; Hamilton et al., 2014); yet, a 

satisfactory molecular explanation for this phenomenon has remained elusive. We suggest 

that this can be accounted for by two simple kinetic features:  

i. The two phenomena (uptake vs. release) are subject to two different rate-limiting 

reactions, which are kinetically distinct: monoamine uptake is rate-limited by the slow 

return of the empty transporter to the outward-facing state (Schicker et al., 2012; Bulling 

et al., 2012; Hasenhuetl et al., 2016); monoamine efflux is rate-limited by intracellular 

substrate-exchange and subsequent outward-translocation of the corresponding 

monoamine (Hasenhuetl et al., 2018).  

ii. Hence, relative preference to bind either the substrate-loaded or the substrate-free 

transporter (i.e. conformational selection) affects kinetically distinct partial reactions and 

can afford functional selectivity (Li et al., 2017). Importantly, this framework foregoes 

any deviation from an alternating access mechanism. 

 

 

1. Amphetamine-induced monoamine release 

1.1. Understanding MAT pre-steady-state kinetics as a prelude to drug discovery:  

MATs face a dynamic environment in vivo; firing of monoaminergic neurons causes rapid 

changes in presynaptic membrane potential and concomitant dynamics in extracellular substrate 
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concentrations. MATs clear released extracellular monoamines in only a few transport cycles and 

subsequently return to a Na+-bound outward-facing state. This occurs at rates of ~2 s-1 

(Limberger et al., 1991; Erreger et al., 2008; Kristensen et al., 2011; Hasenhuetl et al., 2016). 

MAT turnover rates are slower than those of vesicular monoamine transporters (VMATs; ~6-8 s-

1), which prevents accumulation of neurotransmitters in the cytosol. Moreover, the Na+/K+-

ATPase prevents dissipation of Na+- and K+-gradients across neuronal plasma membranes. These 

concerted actions prevent cytosolic accumulation of monoamines and Na+. It is therefore clear 

that MATs never reach a steady-state in vivo. Hence novel therapeutic strategies should be 

executed with an underlying understanding of pre-steady-state kinetics of monoamine transport. 

We therefore briefly review basic principles of the MAT catalytic cycle under pre-steady state 

conditions. The framework presented here is accompanied by a kinetic model of monoamine 

transport; this model is based on previously published models, but to restrict the complexity of 

this discussion to a minimum, (i) we omitted the role of chloride and of K+/H+-antiport in MAT 

physiology, (ii) assumed the binding of only one Na+ ion, although all three MATs are thought to 

have two Na+-binding sites, and (iii) neglected voltage-dependent processes and ion-conducting 

states. The reader is referred to the pertinent original work for a detailed account of these omitted 

factors (Erreger et al., 2008; Bulling et al., 2012; Schicker et al., 2012; Sandtner et al., 2015; 

Hasenhuetl et al., 2016; Bhat et al., 2017). A complete description of the model parameters is 

provided in the appendix of Hasenhuetl et al. (2018). They are dispensable for the current 

description, which focuses on the basic kinetic principles that afford atypical MAT 

pharmacology.  

MATs are Na+-coupled monoamine symporters, which utilize the electrochemical 

gradient of Na+ to import their cognate substrates. This is realized by an alternating access 

mechanism, where the substrate can be exposed either to the extracellular or the intracellular 

milieu when bound to the transporter, but not simultaneously (Jardetzky, 1966). Figure 1 shows 

an alternating access scheme of monoamine transport; it can be divided into four major parts: (i) 

First, the outward-facing substrate-free transporter (To) binds substrate and Na+; it harbors a 

substrate- and co-substrate-binding core located half-way across the membrane. There, Na+ and 

substrate have been suggested to form an interaction network, mediated by an aspartate residue 

(D79 in hDAT and D98 in hSERT) that interacts with the amine-group of the substrate and with 

one of the Na+ ions (Kristensen et al., 2011). Accordingly, it has been shown that Na+ increases 

the affinity of substrate and vice versa (i.e. obeying a random, but cooperative binding scheme 
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(see below)). Given the high external Na+ concentrations found under physiological conditions, 

the Na+-bound outward-facing species is thought to prevail (ToNa), but the transporter can also 

bind substrate (ToS) before Na+ (Humphreys and Rudnick, 1994, Hasenhuetl et al., 2018). (ii) 

Only when Na+ and substrate are bound simultaneously (ToNaS) can the transporter isomerize to 

the inward-facing conformation. This entails several conformational rearrangements; yet, it 

occurs at rates (50-100 s-1) that are at least one order of magnitude faster than the MAT uptake-

rates (1.5-3 s-1) (Erreger et al., 2008; Schicker et al., 2012; Hasenhuetl et al., 2016). (iii) After 

isomerization to the inward-facing conformation (TiNaS), Na+ and substrate dissociate from the 

transporter; based on a large body of experimental data and molecular dynamics simulations, 

internal Na+ is thought to dissociate before substrate (Erreger et al., 2008; Malinauskaite et al., 

2014; Khelashvilli et al., 2015; Hasenhuetl et al., 2016; Razavi et al., 2017); this dissociation 

occurs at a rapid rate (Hasenhuetl et al., 2016). Hence, neither the actual transition of the 

substrate into the cell, nor the internal dissociation of Na+ are rate-limiting for substrate uptake. 

(iv) The rate-limiting reaction determining substrate transport rates is the slow return step (1.5-3 

s-1) of the substrate-free inward-facing transporter to the outward-facing conformation (green 

reaction in Fig. 1) (Mager et al., 1994; Bulling et al., 2012; Schicker et al., 2012; Hasenhuetl et 

al., 2016).  

In essence, MATs import substrate by a rapid inward-translocation of the substrate, which 

is followed by a slow return reaction of the substrate-free transporter (Erreger et al., 2008; 

Bulling et al., 2012; Schicker et al., 2012; Hasenhuetl et al., 2016). Importantly, it has been 

suggested that, rarely, substrate can dissociate from TiNaS before the Na+ ion does (Hasenhuetl 

et al., 2018; red reaction in Fig. 1); in these situations, the transporter presents a Na+-bound 

substrate-binding site to the inward-facing state and thus allows for exchange between the 

imported substrate and an intracellular substrate-molecule; this substrate-exchange mode is 

thought to be the molecular basis of amphetamine-induced monoamine release (Sitte and 

Freissmuth, 2015), which will be described below. 

 

1.2. Amphetamine-triggered monoamine release requires cooperative substrate- and Na+-

binding. 

The prevailing theory of amphetamine action is the facilitated exchange diffusion model (Fischer 

and Cho, 1979; Sitte and Freissmuth, 2015): amphetamines are MAT substrates that release 

intracellular monoamines because they switch MAT-function from the forward-transport to the 
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substrate-exchange mode. 1) Extracellular amphetamine binds to the outward-facing transporter, 

leading to transporter isomerization from the outward-facing to the inward-facing state. 2) The 

amphetamine subsequently dissociates from the inward-facing conformation, presenting a 

binding site for internal substrates. 3) In the presence of amphetamines, internal substrate 

accumulates due to depletion of synaptic vesicles (because amphetamines are also VMAT-

substrates) and due to inhibition of monoamine degrading enzymes such as the catechol-O-

methyl transferase and the monoamine oxidases. 4) The higher prevalence of inward-facing 

substrate-binding sites and the accumulation of internal substrate favor binding of intracellular 

monoamines, their subsequent outward translocation and, thus, release.  

Elevating the concentration of intracellular Na+ augments amphetamine-induced efflux 

(Bönisch, 1986; Scholze et al., 2000; Khoshbouei et al., 2003; Kahlig et al., 2005). However, 

sequential binding of substrates and cosubstrates cannot account for the releasing action of 

amphetamines, because high internal Na+ concentrations would impede dissociation of Na+ and 

thus substrate-exchange (Erreger et al., 2008; Hasenhuetl et al., 2016). Therefore, we recently 

developed a kinetic model of SERT where we modelled binding not by a sequential order, but by 

a random, yet cooperative, binding order (Hasenhuetl et al., 2018). It is important to note that the 

kinetic parameters used in this model were not chosen to specifically simulate amphetamine-

induced substrate release. Instead, we constrained the parameters with robust kinetic 

measurements. These were derived from patch-clamp electrophysiology and thus determined in 

real time (Hasenhuetl et al., 2016; Bhat et al., 2017)) and verified by radioligand binding and 

uptake inhibition assays (Bhat et al., 2017). We then tested if assuming only physiological 

transport modes sufficed to explain the releasing action of amphetamines. The main concept 

behind the model was that cooperative binding connects the qualities of sequential and random 

binding and is therefore predicted to provide an account for both physiological MAT function 

and the releasing action of amphetamines. The cooperative binding scheme posits that the 

affinities of Na+ and substrate are low when either of them bind alone, but that their affinities rise 

once they form a ternary complex. Indeed, the parsimonious alternating access model was 

sufficient to qualitatively and quantitatively recapitulate the releasing action of amphetamines 

(Hasenhuetl et al., 2018): in cells, which heterologously express hSERT, ‘full releasers’ like 

para-chloroamphetamine induce substrate release at rates in the order of several fmol/min/cell 

(Hilber et al., 2005; Seidel et al., 2005). Simulations using the cooperative binding model 

produced these release rates in a manner contingent on internal Na+ concentrations (Hasenhuetl et 
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al., 2018).  

Interestingly, amperometric efflux measurements in DAT-expressing outside-out patches 

revealed occasional bursts of dopamine release; these bursts (accounting for ~10% of total 

release, yet concentrated to a few milliseconds) were observed in addition to the slower bulk 

component of substrate efflux and could not be evoked by bath-application of dopamine instead 

of amphetamine (Kahlig et al., 2005). The authors therefore proposed a mechanism of 

amphetamine-action complementary to the alternating access model: substrate release via a 

substrate-conducting channel-mode that is amphetamine-specific and cannot be induced by the 

endogenous substrate (Kahlig et al., 2005).  

The currently available alternating access model cannot recapitulate the amphetamine-

specific bursts of dopamine release seen in amperometric recordings. It is possible that a 

substrate-conducting pore may be occasionally formed during the efflux process in a manner 

similar to the Na+-conducting state in SERT (Mager et al., 1994; Schicker et al., 2012); and it will 

be interesting to test the relevance of these bursts compared to the bulk of transporter-mediated 

substrate efflux in vivo. However, given that only a minor fraction of efflux is accounted for by 

these bursts, it is not necessary to consider  this amphetamine-specific mode (Adams and 

DeFelice, 2003; Kahlig et al., 2005; Rodriguez-Menchaca et al., 2012) to recapitulate the 

substrate release rates observed in efflux assays (compare Hasenhuetl et al., 2018 with Hilber et 

al., 2005 and Seidel et al., 2005).  

More importantly for the discussion that follows, adhering to the parsimonious alternating 

access mechanism allows for connecting (i) substrate uptake, (ii) the releasing action of ‘full’ and 

‘partial releasers’, and (iii) selective modulation thereof by allosteric modulators in a single 

framework without digressing from physiological transport modes. 

 

2. Partial release 

Some amphetamine congeners display a reduced efficacy in inducing monoamine release when 

compared to “classical” amphetamines such as para-chloroamphetamine or 3,4-methylenedioxy-

N-methylamphetamine (MDMA) (Rothman et al., 2012; Sandtner et al., 2015). This lower rate of 

release is insurmountable by increasing substrate concentrations in a manner analogous to partial 

agonism at G protein-coupled receptors. These compounds have hence been termed partial 

releasers. At least two mechanisms that explain this phenomenon can be envisaged.  
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First, the releaser may bind in two distinct binding modes, either as a releaser/substrate, or 

as an inhibitor. Thus, assuming comparable binding kinetics of the two modes, increasing the 

concentration does not change the ratio between the two modes. The methylated derivative of 

MDMA – 3,4-methylenedioxy-N,N-dimethylamphetamine (MDDMA) – has been suggested to 

bind in such a mode (Sandtner et al., 2015).  

Secondly, the amphetamine may display a long dwell-time at the transporter, which 

hinders exchange of the amphetamine with internal monoamine. The naphthyl-propan-amine 

PAL-1045 displays a high affinity to the transporter and a reduced efficacy to induce monoamine 

release (Rothman et al., 2012).  

In the latter case, we have recently shown that there are at least three factors that 

determine the efficacy of the releaser to induce monoamine efflux (Hasenhuetl et al., 2018): (i) 

the lipophilicity of the compound. The more lipophilic the releaser, the more likely it is to diffuse 

through the membrane and bind to the inward-facing conformation with increasing releaser 

concentrations (Sandtner, 2014). (ii) the equilibrium affinity of the amphetamine to the 

transporter (Bhat et al, 2017). PAL-1045 has a high affinity to SERT and DAT, which has been 

shown by radioligand binding experiments. This high affinity translates into a longer dwell-time 

at the transporter, which in turn prevents exchange of amphetamine and internal substrate, and 

thus blunts substrate release. This is also reflected by the nanomolar potency of PAL-1045 to 

induce release. (iii) in addition, the extent of cooperativity between Na+ and the amphetamine can 

contribute to differences in efficacy due to subsequent changes in the apparent affinity of the 

amphetamine for the transporter (Hasenhuetl, 2018). For instance, para-chloroamphetamine, a 

full releaser, may display a very low cooperativity in comparison to PAL-1045, a partial releaser, 

which likely binds in a highly cooperative fashion. Using these simple features in the cooperative 

binding model, we could account for partial efficacy to induce release (Hasenhuetl et al., 2018): 

the experimentally observed release rates of PAL-1045 are in the order of 0.5 fmol/min/cell when 

a PAL-1045 concentration of 3 µM was used. The model, the parameters of which were set to 

reproduce radioligand binding, uptake inhibition and electrophysiological recordings only, 

produced release rates of 1 fmol/min/cell, which are thus in good agreement with the 

experimental data. 

 

3. Functional selectivity: allosteric modulation of the forward-transport and substrate-

exchange modes 
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3.1. Kinetic features that afford functional selectivity 

It is possible to selectively modulate substrate uptake or amphetamine-induced 

monoamine release; in accordance to the concepts found in G protein-coupled receptors, we refer 

to this phenomenon as functional selectivity. How can functional selectivity be achieved in 

MATs? The observation that, for instance, amphetamine-induced monoamine release can be 

blunted by experimental manipulations without affecting substrate uptake has raised doubts about 

whether amphetamine action could be explained by a simple alternating access model (see for 

example Schmitt et al., 2013). In contrast, we argue that a parsimonious alternating access 

mechanism (employing the cooperative binding scheme described above) is sufficient to explain 

this phenomenon, if some simple kinetic aspects are respected. These kinetic aspects have been 

verified by experiments (Mager et al., 1994; Erreger et al., 2008; Bulling et al., 2012; Schicker et 

al., 2012, Hasenhuetl et al., 2016). The most important factor to explain functional selectivity is 

the observation that substrate uptake and release are rate-limited by two distinct partial reactions 

within the MAT catalytic cycle: (i) substrate uptake is rate-limited by the slow return of the 

empty transporter to the outward-facing conformation (Mager et al., 1994; Schicker et al., 2012; 

Bulling et al., 2012; Hasenhuetl et al., 2016); (ii) monoamine efflux is rate-limited by the (rare) 

intracellular exchange between amphetamine and substrate and subsequent outward-translocation 

of the respective monoamine (Hasenhuetl et al., 2018). Moreover, these partial reactions are 

separated by a series of intracellular binding and unbinding events. Therefore, decelerating the 

transitions between substrate-loaded outward- and inward-facing states will not affect uptake 

unless the transition-rate is reduced to close to or below the rate of the substrate-free return step. 

Conversely, targeting the substrate-free return step will never affect amphetamine-induced 

release simply because this partial reaction is distinct to the one employed during amphetamine 

action (compare green area with red area in Fig. 1). Therefore, ligands that display conforma-

tional selection (i.e. the relative preference to bind either to the substrate-loaded or the substrate-

free transporter) can give rise to functional selectivity at the monoamine transporters (Li et al., 

2017). Consequently, we emphasize that functional selectivity could not be achieved, if substrate 

uptake were rate-limited by the inward-translocation of the substrate-loaded transporter. This is in 

contrast to the bacterial MAT homolog LeuTAa, where unlocking of the inner gate during 

substrate translocation may be the rate-limiting reaction for substrate uptake (Billeslølle et al., 

2015)). Examples and explanations for the different forms of allosteric modulation of MATs are 

provided in the following sections. 
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3.2. Functionally selective modulation of monoamine release  

The selective modulation of amphetamine-induced monoamine release is currently the most 

prevalent form of functional selectivity in MATs found in the MAT literature. To the best of our 

knowledge, there are no small-molecule compounds that can selectively modulate amphetamine-

induced monoamine release. However there exists a plethora of experimental manipulations that 

have been shown to selectively alter monoamine efflux induced by amphetamines. These include 

abolishing the function of the N-terminus (Khosbouei et al., 2004; Sucic et al., 2010; Kern et al., 

2017) or C-terminus (Rickhag et al., 2013) of MATs, depletion of membrane enriched 

phosphatitylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) (Buchmayer et al., 2013), prevention of protein-

protein interactions like DAT with flotillin-1 (Cremona et al., 2011; Pizzo et al., 2013), and 

inhibition of MAT phosphorylation (Fog et al., 2006; Steinkellner et al., 2012, 2014, 2015; Pizzo 

et al., 2014; Moritz et al., 2015). These modifications do not impair substrate uptake but reduce 

or completely abrogate amphetamine-induced release. Moreover, activating the βγ subunit of 

heterotrimeric G proteins has recently been shown to be sufficient to induce dopamine release 

(Garcia-Olivares et al., 2017) 

A notable example is PIP2 depletion. Reducing membrane PIP2 levels diminishes 

amphetamine-induced substrate release in vitro in both SERT and DAT (via the substrate-

exchange mode) with no detectable effect on substrate uptake (i.e. the forward-transport mode) 

(Buchmayer et al., 2013, Hamilton et al., 2014). The observation that amphetamine-induced 

dopamine release via DAT but not substrate uptake is contingent on PIP2 has been confirmed to 

be behaviorally relevant using Drosophila melanogaster as model (Hamilton et al., 2014). This 

raises one important question: How can the two transport modes be differentially affected without 

violating the rules of microscopic reversibility? One explanation may be that PIP2 selectively 

lowers the activation barrier for the conformational rearrangements involving substrate-loaded 

transporters. Indeed, molecular dynamics simulations suggested that the interaction of the DAT 

N-terminus with PIP2 is important for the isomerization from the outward-facing to the inward-

facing state (Khelashvili et al., 2015). In addition, it may be critical for intracellular Na+ release 

from the Na2-site and consequent substrate dissociation. Therefore, substrate uptake (i.e. the 

forward-transport mode) would not be impaired by blocking this interaction, because intracellular 

Na+- and substrate-release never become rate-limiting for uptake. On the other hand, this may 

very well be the case for the substrate-exchange mode, and thus, the actions of amphetamines.  
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The prediction that changing the activation barrier for substrate-loaded transporters affects 

the substrate-exchange mode (i.e. release), but not the forward-transport mode (i.e. uptake) has 

been tested experimentally in the case of a N-terminal mutant of SERT (Kern et al., 2017): The 

mutant ∆32-SERT displayed a normal turnover-rate (and thus, normal substrate uptake), but the 

substrate-exchange mode (i.e. amphetamine-induced substrate release) was reduced. The 

simulations in Figure 2 recapitulate this finding using the simple assumption that increasing the 

activation barrier for the transitions of the substrate-loaded transporter reduces efflux, but not 

substrate uptake. Only when we arbitrarily reduce the rate to values below the return rate, 

functional selectivity is lost; this can be seen in a decrease in substrate uptake. 

We emphasize that this framework obeys an alternating access mechanism and therefore 

does not require any amphetamine-specific transport modes; it only requires that substrate uptake 

and release be rate-limited by kinetically distinct partial reactions (cf. Fig. 1). 

 Specific inhibition of the substrate-exchange mode may be desirable in conditions, 

where substrate release causes disease, but substrate uptake should be maintained. For example, 

the DAT coding variant Ala559Val, which has been linked to attention-deficit hyperactivity 

disorder (ADHD), was shown to support ‘anomalous dopamine efflux’ (Mazei-Robinson et al., 

2008; Bowton et al., 2010); that is, the transporter appeared to be in a state that favors non-

vesicular dopamine release even in the absence of amphetamine and, notably, displayed an 

increased probability of dopamine release-bursts in amperometric recordings compared to wild-

type hDAT (Bowton et al., 2010). Specific targeting of the substrate-exchange mode by an 

allosteric inhibitor is predicted to reduce this anomalous efflux, but to have negligible effects on 

substrate uptake. 

 

 

3.3. Allosteric modulation of both, substrate uptake and release 

3.3.1. Zn2+ as an example of a functionally unselective allosteric activator 

Although the monoamine transport cycle has been resolved in considerable detail, kinetic 

knowledge on the molecular actions of synthetic allosteric modulators is still scarce. Fortunately, 

the DAT catalytic cycle is allosterically modulated by an endogenous ligand, namely Zn2+ 

(Norregaard et al., 1998). It is worth consulting Zn2+ as an instructive example, because its action 

on the DAT catalytic cycle has been deciphered to a large extent (Scholze et al., 2002; Meinild et 

al., 2004; Bjorklund et al., 2007; Pifl, et al., 2009; Li et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017); it can easily be 
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washed in and removed from the bath solution during an experiment; the allosteric Zn2+-binding 

site is known (Norregaard et al., 1998; Loland et al., 1999; Stockner et al., 2013); and a Zn2+-non-

responsive mutant with otherwise indistinguishable transport function has been designed 

(Norregaard et al., 1998). Zn+-binding stabilizes the outward-facing conformation of DAT 

(Loland et al., 2002; Stockner et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015). This potentiates both, the forward-

transport mode (i.e. DA uptake; Li et al., 2015) – and substrate-exchange mode (i.e. 

amphetamine-induced DA release; Meinild et al., 2004; Li et al., 2015). Importantly, the 

potentiating effect on substrate uptake is only evident when internal Na+ concentrations are low 

(Li et al., 2015). If internal Na+ concentrations rise during the experiment, the substrate-exchange 

mode dominates and the net effect of Zn2+ on uptake is inhibitory. Conversely, Zn2+ accelerates 

amphetamine-induced substrate release via DAT.  

Most importantly, in the kinetic mechanism underlying the observed stimulation of DAT, 

only two features are required to explain all experimental findings (Li et al., 2015): (i) Zn2+ binds 

the outward-facing state with higher affinity than the inward-facing state (Stockner et al., 2013; 

Li et al., 2015). Accordingly, in the outward-facing conformation, either the dissociation rate is 

lower or the association rate faster (or both) than in the inward-facing conformation. The rules of 

microscopic reversibility would be violated, if all rates within the catalytic cycle were similar to 

the corresponding rates of the Zn2+-free transporter. (ii) The transition of the substrate-free and 

substrate-loaded transporter must be accelerated to comply with microscopic reversibility. The 

former accelerates uptake, and the latter accelerates release (and blunts uptake at higher internal 

Na+). Both effects of Zn2+ have been confirmed by directly measuring the respective accelerated 

rates (Li et al., 2015). Thus, Zn2+ is an allosteric activator that potentiates both, the forward-

transport (i.e. substrate uptake under initial-rate conditions; Li et al., 2015) and the substrate-

exchange mode (i.e. amphetamine action; Meinild et al., 2004; Li et al., 2015). Figure 3A shows 

simulations using a kinetic model, which can take an an allosteric modulator into account. It is 

evident from the simulations that these assumptions suffice to account for the action of Zn2+ on 

the transport cycle of DAT. It is important to emphasize that Zn2+ has been shown to reduce 

dopamine uptake under conditions that favor intracellular Na+ accumulation (Norregaard et al., 

1998).  

Zn2+ binding also increases the affinity of cocaine for DAT by stabilizing the outward-

facing conformation. This can be explained by the stabilization of DAT in the outward-facing 

conformation. Interestingly, rigid adenine nucleoside derivatives were discovered that also 
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decreased substrate uptake, but increased radio-ligand binding affinity to DAT by an allosteric 

mechanism (Janowsky et al., 2016). We propose that these compounds display a mechanism of 

action comparable to that of Zn2+; that is, they stabilize the outward-facing conformation of DAT 

by an allosteric mechanism. It will be interesting to experimentally probe the action of these 

ligands on the pre-steady-state kinetics of DAT. If these compounds indeed displayed features 

comparable to Zn2+, they ought to be promising drug candidates for allosteric activation of DAT. 

The endogenous Zn2+-binding site can also mediate functional selectivity: Ni2+ can also 

occupy the Zn2+-binding site of DAT. In contrast to Zn2+, however, Ni2+ specifically accelerates 

the forward-transport mode, but does not have any appreciable effect on the substrate-exchange 

mode (see below). 

 

3.3.2. Allosteric, partial inhibition of monoamine uptake and release:  

The quinazolinamines SRI-9804 and SRI-20040 are allosteric modulators of DAT (Pariser et al., 

2008; Rothman et al., 2009). They block substrate uptake and release and they thus act on DAT 

in a manner opposite to Zn2+. Importantly, neither of these compounds fully abolished transporter 

activity at saturating concentrations. We therefore propose that the unselective partial inhibition 

of substrate uptake and release by the quinazolinamines is likely the consequence of 

conformational selection: we suggest that these ligands bind to an allosteric binding site. 

However, in contrast to Zn2+, which was shown to preferably bind to outward facing transporters, 

we surmise that SRI-9804 and SRI-20040 bind with higher affinity to inward-facing transporters. 

The simulations in Figure 3B reproduce the effects of SRI-9804 and SRI-20040 on DAT 

function. 

 

3.4. Functionally selective modulation of uptake 

So far, we have discussed functionally selective modulation of amphetamine-induced monoamine 

release, and unselective modulation of both uptake and release. There are also examples for 

ligands that selectively modulate substrate uptake with no appreciable effect on amphetamine-

action. 

 

3.4.1. Allosteric activation of substrate uptake  

The endogenous Zn2+ binding site of DAT can also accept other bivalent cations; Ni2+, for 

instance, also binds to DAT. Interestingly, it has been shown that – in contrast to Zn2+ – Ni2+ 
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selectively potentiates uptake by accelerating the slow rate-limiting step for completion of the 

forward-transport mode. Ni2+ does not modulate amphetamine-induced release, i.e. it does not 

affect the substrate-exchange mode. A kinetic model of DAT, which incorporated allosteric 

binding of transition metals (like Zn2+ or Ni2+), recapitulated the finding by modelling a higher 

affinity of Ni2+ not only to the outward-facing rather than the inward-facing state, but more 

specifically to the outward-facing substrate-free states of the transporter (Li et al., 2017). Hence, 

allosteric activation or inhibition can be achieved by favoring the outward-facing or the inward-

facing conformation, respectively. Functional selectivity can be realized by favoring, in addition, 

either the substrate-free states (for uptake) or the substrate-loaded states (for release). In Figure 

3C we show that an allosteric ligand, which favors binding to the substrate-free outward facing 

conformation, enhances substrate uptake with no appreciable effect on amphetamine-induced 

monoamine release.  

 Allosteric activation of substrate uptake may provide a therapeutic benefit in the treatment 

of loss-of function mutations of DAT. For instance, a de novo mutation of human DAT linked to 

ADHD impairs the forward-transport and substrate-exchange mode (Hamilton et al., 2015). 

Strikingly, the function of this mutant transporter could be restored by application of Zn2+. Thus, 

a compound, which mimics the action of Zn2+ on DAT, ought to correct the deficiency. 

3.4.2. Allosteric inhibition of substrate uptake  

The quinazolinamine SRI-20041 and more recently identified compounds such as SRI-29574 and 

SRI-30522 selectively block uptake, but not release (Rothman et al., 2015). This observation is 

reminiscent of the effect of nitric oxide on DAT (Cao and Reith, 2002). Other quinazolinamines 

(SRI-9804 and SRI-20040) act as conformationally unselective partial inhibitors (Pariser et al., 

2008; Rothman et al., 2009). Interestingly, SRI-29574 and SRI-30522 fail to affect radioligand 

binding to DAT, suggesting that they bind to a substrate-free species of the transporter. There has 

been no kinetic framework to explain this phenomenon. We propose that the actions of SRI-

20041 and its congeners can be parsimoniously explained by binding of the modulator to the 

inward facing substrate-free state in an allosteric fashion, thus only affecting the left (green) 

branch of the reaction scheme in Figure 1 (Pariser et al., 2008; Rothman et al., 2015). Figure 3D 

shows a simulation of this prediction: uptake is impaired but release is not affected when the 

allosteric modulator prefers binding to the inward-facing substrate-free state. Given that this 

binding mechanism does not include the substrate-bound state, we expect that this would also 
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reproduce the negligible effect on radioligand-binding. Electrophysiological recordings are 

predicted to reveal that, under conditions that favor the forward-transport mode (physiological 

ion gradients), the rate-limiting step in the transport cycle would be reduced as a consequence of 

the stabilization of the inward-facing conformation. But when employing high internal Na+ 

concentrations, relaxation from the inward-facing to the outward-facing state via the substrate-

exchange mode would be indistinguishable from conditions without SRI-20041.  

Partial inhibition is likely to have a milder side-effect profile when compared to 

competitive inhibitors: it merely reduces the rate of uptake, but it does not abrogate transport. It is 

therefore conceivable that SRI-20041 can serve as template to develop other functionally 

selective MAT modulators, including potentiators and partial inhibitors of the forward-transport 

mode.   

 

 

Conclusions 
There has been substantial progress in the discovery and characterization of allosteric modulators, 

a kinetic framework for which we present here. The current knowledge about the kinetics of 

monoamine transport is sufficiently detailed to formulate a realistic model, which can account for 

the releasing action of amphetamines, partial release and selective modulation of substrate uptake 

and release.  

This requires the following features:  

(i) a cooperative binding scheme.  

(ii) uptake and release are rate-limited by two kinetically distinct reactions.  

(iii) relative preference for either the substrate-loaded or the substrate-free transporter can afford 

functional selectivity without any deviation from an alternating access mechanism. 

Interestingly, selective modulation can be brought about even by binding to the same binding 

site: Ni2+ is more selective for the forward-transport mode than Zn2+ in spite of binding to the 

same site. This justifies the prediction that a collection of allosteric modulators can be identified 

based on a prototypical ligand; SRI-20041, SRI-29574 and SRI-30522 qualify as lead candidates. 

We hope that the framework presented here is useful for a rational approach to identifying and 

classifying new allosteric modulators of MAT function. 
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Figure legends 
Figure 1. Monoamine uptake and efflux are rate-limited by different reactions. Simplified 

reaction scheme highlighting different rate-limiting partial reactions. Green: the rate-limiting 

reaction for substrate uptake is the return of the empty transporter from the inward-facing to the 

outward-facing conformation. Red: In the majority of cases, internal Na+ dissociates before the 

substrate; occasionally, according to the present model, substrate dissociates first, allowing for 

substrate exchange. This process, or a partial reaction associated with it, is suggested to be rate-

limiting for amphetamine-induced monoamine release. 

 

Figure 2. The substrate-translocation-reaction is rate-limiting for release, but not for 

uptake. Substrate uptake (closed circles) and amphetamine-induced substrate release (open 

circles) were simulated with a kinetic model and the transition-rate between substrate-loaded 

outward-facing and inward-facing conformations was gradually reduced. Scheme: minimal 

reaction scheme of catalytic cycle and affected rates (in red). 

 

Figure 3. Functional selectivity by conformational selection. (A) Zn2+ is a potentiator of both, 

the forward-transport and substrate-exchange mode. Accordingly, it stimulates substrate uptake 

(closed circles) and amphetamine-induced substrate release (open circles). (B) SRI-20040 is a 

partial inhibitor of substrate uptake (closed circles) and release (open circles); it is thus the mirror 

image of Zn2+. Accordingly, we simulated its actions by modelling a higher affinity to the 

inward-facing conformation. (C) Ni+ potentiates substrate uptake (closed circles), but does not 

have an effect on amphetamine-induced substrate release (open circles), even though it binds to 

the same binding site as Zn2+. (D) SRI-20041 is functionally selective for substrate uptake (closed 

circles) with no appreciable effect on substrate release (open circles); it is thus the mirror image 

of Ni2+.The reaction schemes in the individual panels illustrate the different mechanisms of 

action. The golden rectangles indicate the preferred species, to which modulators binds within the 

catalytic cycle. Red arrows and green arrows indicate rates of partial reactions that need to be 

reduced or accelerated to maintain microscopic reversibility. 
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Figures 

Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
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